
Mycena Cave Game Payout Analysis 

Mycena Cave features multiple games which players can play to earn site currency up to a daily capped maximum. These games are designed such that 

players that play them with daily will on average take an hour to an hour and a half to reach the cap. The time needed to reach the cap depends on two 

factors, how skilled the player is (or becomes) at the game and how high the payout per played game is on average. For each game, I checked these 

numbers to see if the players were still reaching the cap and getting the payout as designed in the expected amount of time. This document describes the 

analysis I do for our game of Cave In!, which is a game where you have to clear groups of multiple blocks off the screen until the screen is empty or no more 

moves are left (single blocks cannot be removed by themselves). 

First, I collect all raw data of every played frame for a game, and calculate the amount of games that were played per individual user. I then calculate the 

average reward and average time taken, and based on those, the average amount of time they need to cap. A multiplier was introduced to calculate the 

consequences of a payout change, i.e. if we changed the payout per frame for a maximally cleared frame, how much longer would players need to cap. 

These were thrown onto a pile and the average time needed to cap for players that played x amount of games (i.e. how heavily they played the game 

overall) was calculated as well. 

As I had never read theory on clustering, I manually selected variables to form clusters that seemed interesting to me; Players that capped very quickly/had 

very high average rewards, players that played a large volume of games but capped with average times per frame, and players that had our expected values 

(both for average reward and average time taken to cap). For all of these, the average time to cap both with and without the multiplier was also calculated. 

Based on these calculations, we tweak the payout per maximally cleared frame. 

  



 


